
The Fulton County Library Outreach team provides FREE Virtual Library programs and
curated resources for your community organization or event. 
Email Library.Outreach@fultoncountyga.gov for inquiries.
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Password! 
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Join Science For Georgia & the Atlanta Science Festival  on March 13, 2021, at 12:00 PM EST, to hear Jasmine

Clark - Georgia Representative, Jen Jordan - Georgia Senator, & Kay Kirkpatrick - Georgia Senator, discuss how to

communicate with your legislators. Then visit the Fulton County Library System online to keep learning!

Need a FULCO
Library Card?

For Kids: 

Exploring The Legislative Branch

by Danielle Smith-Llera

Part of the Searchlight Books - Getting

into Government series

(on hoopla)
Prepare readers for the next presidential election

with this engaging introduction to the

Legislative Branch. Learn how the Legislative

Branch enacts laws that impact your daily life

through fact-filled sidebars, historical context,

and examples from the present day.

Join March's Nonfiction
Reading Challenge!

www.tinyurl.com/fulcoapp

Apply for a free

FCLS library card

to access good

reads today!

DID YOU

KNOW

For Adults: 

Law School For Everyone:

Legislation And Regulation

The Great Courses

6 hour audiobook

by Peter J. Smith

read by Peter J. Smith

(on hoopla)

A  relatively recent addition to more traditional

law school topics like torts and contracts,

legislation and regulation have become more

and more of a mainstay in some of the

country's top law schools. Over the course of 12

nuanced and balanced lectures, examine a host

of topics including the nature of regulation, the

merits of lawmaking by legislation, the

challenge of interpreting statutes, and the role

of federal agencies in our legal system.

For Teens: 

The Legislative Branch

by Brian Duignan, Carolyn DeCarlo

(on hoopla)

At first glance, Congress may appear to be the

most intricate element of the U.S. government's

system of checks and balances. It involves both

the Senate and House of Representatives, both

of which have completely different rules for

formation, and can create crippling stalemates

in the passage of bills and laws through the

highest hands in government. Your readers will

untangle the mysteries that shadow this

branch, learning about the two houses of

Congress individually, and exploring examples

of their capabilities when working together,

and in opposition.
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